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Re: Ris k-Based Capital Standards: Market Risk 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Bank of America Corporation (Bank of America) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Joint Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking entitled "Risk-Based Capital Standards: Market Risk" (theNPR). Bank of America, 
with $1,460 billion in total assets, is the sole shareholder of Bank of America, N.A., with full-service 
consumer and commercial operations in 30 states and the District of Columbia. Bank of America provides 
banking, investing, corporate and investment banking services and financial products to individuals and 
businesses across the United States of America and around the world. 

Since the Market Risk Amendment (MRA) to the 1988 Capital Accord was implemented 10 years ago, capital 
markets tansactions have become increasingly complex, more credit sensitive and, in some cases, illiquid 
Over the same period, the ability to transfer and mitigate various types of risk has greatly expanded. This is 
especially evident in the space of credit products, where both the liquidity and effectiveness of instruments 
for transferring credit risk are much greater than they were a decade ago. The Agencies have issued the 
NPR in order that the risk-based capital standards would better reflect these developments. 

Bank of America broadly supports such effortsby the Agencies to align the regulatory capital framework with 
the realities of the market. We particularly support the proposal to institute a measure of incremental default 
riska(lDR) that would better capture the illiquidity of certain credit exposures. If properly designed and 
calibrated, such a measure could be an important step toward bridging capital calculations for credit 
exposures between the trading and banking books. We do, however, have significant concerns about a 
number of proposals in the NPR, as well as some aspects of its general direction: 
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The NPR represents a major step away from a principles-based approach and toward a rules-based 
approach. 

It proposes bifurcating the trading book into positions that will be covered by market risk vs. banking 
book rules. The additional requirementsfor documentation and disclosure supporting the bifurcation 
will impose a major operational burden without commensurate improvement in either risk control,or 
informationvalue to investors.' 

The NPR proposes that all these changes be implemented by January 1, 2008, i.e., two years earlier 
than the implementation requirements for Basel II, and only a short time after these rules will be 
finalized. 

Bank of America is a member of the InternationalSwaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) and the Institute 
of InternationalFinance (IIF), and has participated in the preparationof their joint comment letter. With same 
minor differences, we endorse the ISOAlllF comment letter. Therefore, we have limited the repetition of 
many of the more technical comments common to ~ a n kof America, ISDA and the IIF. In this letter, we 
highlight those aspects of the NPR which are of particular concern to Bank of America. In the attached 
Appendix, we provide comments on the specific questions raised by the Agencies throughout the text of the 
NPR. 

PrincipleVersus Rule Based Requirements 

The existing regulatory environment under the MRA provides high-level requirements for capturing and 
measuring market risk, and otherwise gives banks broad latitude to develop the specific approaches that 
best reflect their business mix and risk management practices. The NPR, by contrast, is much more 
prescriptive on two dimensions: 

I It focuses on the characteristics and categorization of individual trading positions, rather than the 
principleof measuring the material risks of a trading business. 

To support the bifurcation of covered and non-covered positions, the NPR causes .a substantial 
increase in the amount of documentation required for each trading portfolio. 

We understand thai the motivation for most of these changes arises from the sharp growth in trading of credit 
instruments over the past decade. The Agencies are particularly concerned that a bank may try to shift 
positions from the banking book to the trading book in order to reduce its regulatory capital charge. 
However, the approach taken in the NPR is an overly blunt, as well as inefficient, instrument for addressing 
this concern. Moreover, as we will explain further in the next section, we believe that the prescriptive nature 
of the approachwill impose substantially increased operational costs on banks, while providing information to 
investors that will be, at best, of little value, and at worst, confusing. . 

The Agencies' concerns could be addressed more effectively within a principles-based approach. Subject to 
overall capital calibration standards, a bank should be given broad latitude to adopt the methodologies that 
are most appropriate to its business and risk management approach, We believe that the most effective way 
to ensure capital adequacy is tb focus on capturing the material risks in a bank's trading business, rather 
than a detailed categorizations of its positions. 
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Through supervisory review and demonstrated backtesting results, regulators should ensure that a bank's 
VAR model completely and accurately captures all the material risks within its trading business, and that the 
bank has accurately reflected illiquid credit risks in its IDR calculation. Within such a framework, we believe 
that the rules for bifurcating the trading book and for identifying and managing covered positions would be 
unnecessary. 

Bifurcation of the Trading Book 

The NPR proposes to bifurcate the trading book into positions which will be covered by market risk rules vs. 
positions which will be covered by credit risk rules. We believe this proposal is problematic in several 
respects, and would impose excessive costs on banks without commensurate benefit: 

Ambiguity of rules. The NPR's guidance for determining whether a position should be covered or 
non-covered is expressed in terms of qualitative characteristics such as trading intent, short-term 
resale period, and ability to hedge "materialn risk elements in a two-way market. All of these 
elements actually exist in a continuum, and would have to be more precisely specified in order for 
the bifurcation to become operationally feasible. Thus, either the Agencies would have to develop. 
rules that are even more prescriptive than those in the NPR (which would necessarily contain large 
elements of arbitrariness), or substantial inconsistency in categorizations across banks would 
inevitably arise. ' 

Large documentation burden. The NPR would require that a bank develop documented trading and hedging 
strategies for all its portfolios of positions, and classify all its positions on the basis of liquidity. This is 
problematic in hrvo respects: First, major banks will typically have hundreds of portfolios comprising 
hundreds of different instruments, Developing the proposed documentation for all these portfolios and 
positions would represent a major operational burden and would impose very high costs. Secondly, the NPR 
proposes several criteria for classifying trading positions and portfolios: designating expected holding 
periods; designating hedging vs. hedged positions; and designating which positions are held to 
accommodate customer flow,'which are held far proprietary trading, and which are held to make a market; 
As explained in more detail in the Appendix, these types of classificationare not meaningful within the actual 
practice of a trading business. 

Dual measurement and reporting systems. Banks' internal management and investors are primarily 
iriterested in evaluating the potential earnings volatility of all positions within a trading business that 
are marked to market. Banks would need to continue to measure and report VAR at this level. 
Therefore, the proposed bifurcation ~ l e swould force banks to develop and maintain parallel 
processes for measuring and reporting VAR, one for internal management and investor reporting, 
and the other for regulatory reporting. 

Lack of transparency to investors. If a bank reported both sets of VAR calculations to investors, it 
would be more likely to result in confusion than in added information value. Thus, the proposed rules 
would do nothing to enhance the objective of improved disclosure under Pillar 3 of the. Basel I1rules. 

We believe that the Agencies' objectives underlying the bifurcation rules would be more efficiently and 
effectively achieved by mandating a validated VAR model that accurately captures all the material risks in a 
trading business, supplemented by a robust IDR model that captures the default risk of illiquid credit-
sensitive positions. 
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Implementation Date 

The NPR proposed January 1, 2008 as the effective date of the final rule. The only material exceptions 
would be the extension of the effective dates for implementing an IDR model, and for the VAR model to 
capture all material aspects of specific risk until January 1, 201 0. We believe that the January 1, 2008 date 
for implementing the remaining revisions is unrealistic: 

Given the additional rounds of discussion that will need to occur, along with necessary refinements 
and clarifications of the rules, it is unlikely that a final rule will be issued before mid-2007. This would 
leave limited time for development, testing, and implementation of all required changes. 

If the proposed rules for bifurcation of the trading book are adopted, they will impose major 
operational burdens in terms of both systems development and documentation. It will be virtually 
impossible for banks to implement.all the changes in such a short time frame. 

In addition, this timeframe would impose an inconsistency andlor discontinuity in the capital calculation under 
the credit risk rules. Under the NPR, the non-covered positions in the trading book would have to come 
under the Basel I credit risk rules as of January 1, 2008. The capital calculation for these positions would 
then change again once the Basel I1rules become effective, which would be no earlier than 2009. 

We believe that sensible operational management, as well as consistency of regulatory treatment, dictate 
that changes to the market risk rules be aligned with the timeframes targeted in the Base1 IIprocess. 

Summary 

Bank of America supports the Agencies' objective of updating the market risk capital standards to better 
reflect the evolution of the markets, and particularly those for transferring credit risk, over the past decade. 
However, the approach proposed in the NPR attempts to do this by imposing arbitrary distinctions among 
trading positions, in order to subject different categories of trading positions to different sets of capital rules. 
We believe that this approach is not the most effective way of achieving the Agencies' objectives, and will at 
the same time impose very substantial operational burdens and costs on banks. 

We believe that a better approach would be to apply a uniform and comprehensive risk measurement 
framework to a bank's entire trading book. This can be accomplished by ensuring that a bank's VAR model 
completely and accurately captures all the material risks of its trading positions; is comprehensively 
validated; and is supplemented by an incremental default risk measurement which is properly calibrated and 
captures the illiquid default risks in the trading book's credit-sensitive positions. 

We would be happy to discuss our views in greater detail, or to discuss any new ideas that the Agencies 
wish to pursue. In that regard, please contact Jeffrey Katz, our Senior Vice President for Risk Architecture, 
at (21 2) 847-6704, John S. Walter, our Senior Vice President for Risk & Capital Analysis at (415) 953-0243, 
or Randy Shearer, our Senior Vice President and Director of Accounting Policy at (980) 388-8433. 

Sincerely, 

J. Chandler Martin 
Treasurer 
Bank of America 



Appendix 
Specific Responses to NTR Requests for Comment 

For ail questions, we support the I S D m F  comments. For some of the questions, we would like to add 
further comnzents as noted below. 

I .  The agencies seek comment on the thresholdsfor the application of the markel risk capifal rule and,if 
they should be changed, on what appropriate thresholds rnight be. 

We support the ISDNIIF comments'as stated. 

2. The agencies request comment on aN aspech ofthe proposed dejnition of covered position. The agencies 
are particular& interested in comment on additional safeguards that the agencies might implement to 
prevent abuse of the hedge component of the definition of covered position and increase transparency for 
supervisors. 

We support the ISDA/IIF comments, and we would like to again emphasize our view that the NPR 
proposal to bifurcate the trading book is overly prescriptive and unnecessary. 

As noted earlier, the fundamental issue is that the NPR focuses inappropriately on the categorical 
characteristics of positions rather than on the nature of the underlying risks. It is our strong view that 
all positions that are managed as part of our trading business, and whose material risks can be 
effectively hedged within trading time frames, should continue to be included under the market risk 
rules. Note that for this purpose it is irrelevant whether or not such positions are fully hedged in 
practice by the trading business: A business may discretionarily take a particular risk over an 
extended period of time, even though they could have fully hedged the risk if they chose to do so. 
All that matters is that the underlyingrisks could be materially hedged within a trading time frame. 

The proposed rules would create a breakage between how Bank of America manages and reports its 
market risk for internal risk management p-urposesand how it reports its market risk according to 
regulatory requirements. This would have the effects of: 

o Imposing on Bank of America the cost of building and maintaining dual processes for 
measuring and reporting market risk. 

o Rendering the regulatory version irrelevant for internal risk management, thereby violating 
the "use test" criterion that the Agencies would like our risk management systems to meet. 

Investors are primarily concerned with the potential earnings volatility of positions that are marked 
to market within the trading business. The Agencies' proposed definition of covered positions would 
represent only a subset of these positions. This would have the effects of: 

o Rendering the regulatory version of VAR of little value for investors. 
o Creating additional confusion for investors if the regulatory version of VAR were to be 

disclosed in addition to the version used for internal risk management. This would very 
likely reduce, rather than enhance, the value of our disclosures under Pillar 3 of Basel 11. 

3. The agencies request comment on whether there is a better approach that matches more eflecrively rhe 
true economic impact of these lransactions. 



We support the ISDAmF comments. In particular, we support the additional ISDMIF proposal that 
ach bsrk should be given 5 c  chciicc of: 

o Including in VAR the potential changes in value of both the Credit Valuation Adjustment 
(CVA) and positions used to hedge the CVA. Under this choice, RWA for counterparty 
credit risk would only be generated by the bank's exposure to the counterparty credit risk of 
the seller of the CVA hedges. 

o Excluding from VAR both the potential change in value of both the CVA and positions used 
to hedge the CVA. Under this choice, RWA for counterparty credit risk would be generated 
for the CVA combined with its hedges in accordance with the substitution (or double 
default) approach. 

4. The agencies request comment on the extent and materiality of any distortion ojthe VaR-based nzeasure 
due to the inclusion of some, but not all, oflsetting transactions, and on any appropriate approaches to 
address rhis distortion in the$rial rule, including, subject to cerlain restrictions, ( I )  pertnitling a bank to 
include in its VaR-basedmeasure the interest rate risk associated with certain non-coveredpositions that are 
hedged by covered positions (while remaining subject to a credit risk capilal requirelnent for the non-
covel-edpositions)or (2)permitting a bank to include in its r/aR-basedmeasure certain inlernal interest rate 
derivatives hedging non-covered positions. The agencies also request comment on any operational 
considerations such approaches would entail. 

We support the ISDA/IE comments as stated. 

5. The agencies seek comment on the proposed dejinitiort of residual securitization position, and on the 
rnarket maker exception and the conditions to use that exceptio~~.With respect topositiolts that do no! q~uhfy  
for the market maker exception, the agencies request comment on he treatment of those positions under the 
credit risk capital rules and whether such treatment could give rise to any operational or other issues. 

We support the ISDNIIF comments. Our general view, as stated earlier, is applicable here: If 
residual securitization positions are managed within a trading business, if the material underlying 
risks can be hedged effectively, and if the material underlying risks can be measured accurately and 
included in VAR, then residual securitization positions should be included within the'definition of 
covered positions. 

6. The agencies seek comment on these requirements and on whether dtrerenf or additional policies and 
procedures would be beneficialfor ensuring appropriate identification of positions to which the market risk 
capital rule should be applied and appropriate risk management of coveredpositions. 

We support the ISDNIIF comments. We would particularly like to emphasize our view that several 
aspects of the NPR proposal in this case are overly prescriptive, unnecessary, and are in fact 
inconsistent with the way trading businesses are normally managed. While we certainly agree with 
the view that banks should have clearly defined policies and procedures for measuring and managing 
the risks in a trading business, we believe that several of the specific proposals are inappropriate and 
unnecessary: 

o The detailed requirements for determining which of a bank's trading assets and trading 
liabilities are trading positions are unnecessary. Covered positions should include all 



positions in a trading business whose material underlying risks can be hedged within a 
32dizg fime hxe. 

o The proposed requirement that a bank must articulate the expected holding period associated 
with each portfolio of trading positions is unnecessary. The only meaningful time frame is 
that under which the material risks within a trading book canbe hedged. A trading desk may 
choose to take a discretionary view in a particular risk exposure over an extended period of 
time, even though that exposure could have been neutralized immediately if the desk chose 
to do so. For example, a trading desk may have a long-term view that interest rates will 
decline, and so may hold a long position in U.S.Treasury securities over a period of months. 
Such positions should nevertheless be included within the covered positions of the trading 
business. 

o The proposed requirement that a bank must articulate which positions are being hedged and 
which positions serve as hedging instruments is inconsistent with the way trading desks 
operate in liquid markets. In many (if not most) cases, it is meaningless to designate 
positions as being hedged vs. hedging. For example, it is common for trading businesses to 
take a position (either long or short) in U.S.dollar swap spread risk. In such cases, the desk 
will take a position in one direction in U.S.Treasury securities, and will take the opposite 
position in U.S.dolIar interest rate swaps. Both sets of instsuments are part of the same 
position: It would be completely arbitrary to designate one set of instruments as being 
hedged and the other set of instruments as a hedging position. 

o The proposed requirement that a bank must articulate whether each portfblio of trading 
positions is to accommodate customer flow, to engage in proprietary trading, or to make a 
market in positions is inconsistent with the way trading desks operate: 

In many cases, a single trading desk may have mandates in more than one of these 
categories. However, for purposes of both efficiency and overall risk transparency, 
the desk will manage and report all its positions within a consolidated portfolio. 

Even when. a desk's mandate is primarily in one category, for example, market 
making, the desk will almost always have risk limits in which it may take some 
discretionary positions. It would be impossibIe, in general, to distinguish such a 
desk's positions as being attributable to market making vs. proprietary trading. 

To return to our genera1 view, the policies and procedures for managing the trading business should 
focus on the management of risks,and should not focus on arbitrary categorization of particular sets 
of positions. 

7. The agencies reguesr cornrnent on al2 aspects of prepayment risk, including the exzent and materiality of 
prepayment risk, whether material prepayment risk may warrant a further explicit requirenzent that banks 
hold capital against prepayment risk over a one-year horizon under both the internal models and standard 
approaches to speci$c risk, and the interplay between prepayment risk and default risk for purposes of 
dererrnining the bank 's overall measurefor marker risk. The agencies also seek comment on how an expiicil 
capital requirementfor prepayment risk could be designed. 

We support the ISDAIIIF comments, and would like to emphasize further that it is unnecessary to 
single out pre-payment risk as an additional risk against which capital should be held. In a properly 
designed VAR calculation, the volatility of prepayment risk will already be captured through 'ither 



the volatility of security prices themselves, or through the volatility oE parameters i:hich measure 
or- .r-a-+ e .  nnr*r;-~. 
rr  r p a j ~ l ~ b ~ l cUII~L~mlll~y,~i ich5s oijiiull acijusied spread. ii is imponant to note that wen chough the 
volatility of these measures may be simulated over a VAR time horizon, these measures themselves 
impound the impact of uncertainty in prepayment rates aver the entire lifetime of the instruments. 

The question of specific risk modeling of prepayment risk is really a question of the adequacy of the 
granularity of the prices incorporated in the VAR model, which is in rum a general quest~on 
applicable to all positions. Such a question is best left to the review of a bank's VAK model by its 
own regulators. who. will assess the materiality of the bank's risks in each case, as well as the 
availability of market information at a particular level of granularity. 

8. The agencies request comment on the e.~clu.siorrqffees, comrnissioils, rest.n:e.r.arzd net inte~=estit~comejbr 
!he trading profit or loss used for regulnrory bachesting, irlciziding the npyropriatenes.~and feosih*)) of 
these aclusions. and whet.her adclitiorral irenu should also be excluded. Tlze agencies also reyuesi cotnructlr 
on !he role of hypothetical backtesting-- spec$cal!.v, whether hypofhericulhuckresri,lp i...feasible as p u ~of 
model valiciation; whether other forms of backresting should also be used; and whether regxlaroty 
backresting should be based oil hypothetical bocktesting. . 

We support the ISD.VIIF comments. We would particularly like to emphasize the following points: 

We are concerned about the proposal to exclude net interest income (NIT) from regulatory 
backtesting. Exclusion of NII could create.inconsistenciesboth in comparing trading profitfloss.wi1.h 
VAR, and within-the calculation of trading profitloss itse!f: 

o if VAR includesthe change in partfolio due to h e  passage d t i ~ n c(':t!~en:").r!~enthe ?riiiia_g 
proiitiloss against which it. isecompared should also inclode the !inpic; uc tile passage of 
time, which would require the relevant componentsof NII to also bc ii~ci:.rded 

o Exclusion of MI may create discrepahcies in measuring trading profit'loss within portfolios 
which include jnstrumej~tsin which interest income is paid explicitly (such i s  bonds) and 
instruments in which interest papenfs  are impounded within the valuation (such as f~~tures). 

The question of including NII in.regulatory backtesting should be determined 11y individual banks il: 
. consultation with their own regulators. 

~ e ~ a r d i n ~ . h ~ o t h e t i c a lbacktestmg. we propose that these rules should not prescribe the particular 
types of tests that will be needed to validate a particular bank's V AR model. Depending cn the 
positions in a particular portfolio, other tests may be more informative for determin~ngthe accuracy 
of the VAR calculation. Each ban!<should agree with its own regulators on what types of tests zre 
necessary. 

9. The agencies request cmzrnent on !Ire proposed timefiilrmefor phasing out pcrtiol rnodejing # f  srpecifir 
ri'ri-and on whether it 1r)0141dallow banks e~.noghtimero ii~~picmert;the proposed chor~grs.. 

9 We support the ISDAiIIF comn~entsas stated. 
. . 

. . 



10. The agencies seek comment on the exten1 and rnaten'aliry qf specific riskfor comrnodi;ies and foreiyn 
e.~-c~~angep~zi~io.vcrr?tdo.q ~~?zlrg!hern . ~ dhow 3 s,nec$c , ~ k kczpitun! rcq:.ircz~;;~fcr :hmc posiii~mi c i iN  br 
developed under both the inrernal modeis and standard upproaclttis. 

We support the ISDNIIF comments as stated. We would also reiterate the point that this question 
seems to suggest some confi~sio~las to what is meant by "specific risk." Specific risk had previously 
refemed to specific issuer risk, and commodities and foreign exchange positions do not have issuer 
risk in the same sense as credit and equity positions. The focus here would more appropriatelybe on 
the question of whether a bank's VAR model for commdditiis arid foreign''excbangi?"positions is 
sufficiently granular, but this is a general question that is appropriately asked of any VAR model for 
any set of positions. Going forward, we suggest it may be less useful to draw distinctions between 
"general market risk" and "specific risk" in designing a VAR model. Rather, a VAR model should 
be designed to capture all material risks, regardless of their sources. The relevant questions would 
then be whether the VAR model is sufficiently granular to capture material differences between 
risks, and whether it appropriately reflects correlations (or lack of correlations) between different 
positions. 

1I .  The agencies request comment on how a bank .should a&s t  the increm.enia1 default risk. capital 
r e pircment to adjustfor (he impact ~Jliquidity,coohmnt'mtions,hedging..and opiionali[I). 

We support the ISDA/IIF comments as stated. ' Any decisions regarding incremental default risk 
should be deferred-pendingthe outcome of the ISDAIIIFILIBAWorking Group discussions. 

12. The agencies requesi cornlnent on all aspects of the proposrrl io reflect it1 tlze nrclr/iet risk crlpit~i 
requirenzenr a niecrsure of incremental drfuuli risk. Specficaliy, fhe agencia ~*eekconr~cmtoti thefeusibiliq 
of measuring incremental default risk at n one-?ear, 99.9percent cottfidence ia,-.l,c.land the uppropritderress 
the assutnption qf'rr consiunt level of risk. 

We support the ISDPLIIIF comments as stated. Any decisions regarding incremental default risk 
should be deferred pending the outcome of the ISDALlIFlLLBA Working Group discussions. 

13. The agencies request comment on the exknt to which banks, ur presenf, measure incremental defbulr r.i.rk 
w d  the prospeels for. rlevelopnrent of tneihodologies ro'capflrre this risk fuf (y in  inienral modeb by rhc 
proposed Janwty 1. 2010 .dadline. The agencies also request colnmenf on rhe fallback..rnerhods proposed 
for banks unable to develop an internal model to capture incremental dejbulr risk b y  .lanuury 1. 2010. 

' .  

We support the ISDAlIIF comments as stated. 

14. The agencies seek comnent on all aspects of the proposed public disclosure requirements. 

We support the ISDAJIJF comments as stated. -We vvould emphasize the need for hrther clarity on 
the qualitative disclosure requiiements, as the cut-rent proposal. as written, could impose a very 
substantial documentationburden on banks without providingcommensurate value to investors. 

The requirement for a standalone Market Risk ~ i s c l o s ~ r eh i e y  has limited use. It places undue 
burden on management and the board of directors to draft, complete and approve a staqdalone policy 



. . 

with such a narrow scope. A complete disclosure.$licy that --encgmpasses. .  all Basal LI disclpsure..,-.6 l r l .  Lm -Ara of$an+:w.rr --A L-H-- -..--A :-- -,,---LA*:-- --.---- ----
w v u r u  ur i.lvi* r A r r r r v r  auu v c n u  auypulr i r l rpI~n lr ; r lurrrvrr  nird ~ u p s ~  ~friskbased ~ ~ j j i t i i .~ l a w ~ ~  

requiren~ents. 


